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QUESTION 1

Based on BW 7.5, which of the following should be considered when modeling master data and transaction data? 

A. If master data does not need to replicated, an Open ODS View for texts and attributes could be used. 

B. If transaction data should be stored, an Advanced Data Store Object (ADSO) should be used. 

C. To load transaction data efficiently, an Open ODS View of type facts should be used. 

D. Replicate the data into a classic InfoCube 

E. If master data is to be persisted, then characteristics should be used 

Correct Answer: ABDE 

 

QUESTION 2

A navigational attribute: Choose the correct answer(s): 

A. Must be allowed on the InfoObject. 

B. Must be enabled for all providers where it should be used. 

C. Provides a different view of "history" compared to the same InfoObject in the DIM. 

D. Is a field on a dimension table. 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 3

Non-SAP data sources can load data into SAP BW via which of the following elements? 

A. Flat files 

B. Third-party extraction and load tools 

C. ACCESS database files 

D. CSV files only 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following statements are true regarding the difference between compounding and concatenation? 

A. Compounding is easier to filter in queries because the objects are separate whereas with concatenation, the key
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string needs to be masked 

B. Compounding is easier for users to understand because it is based on a 1:1 object mapping but concatenation is
more complex for users to understand and decipher 

C. Concatenation uses a single key value but compounding uses more than one 

D. Adding key fields in concatenation is easier because only the transformation needs to be changed but in
compounding structures need to be changed and data re-loaded 

E. Compounding is supported in the definition of the lnfoObject whereas concatenation requires the creation of new
database tables 

Correct Answer: ABCD 

 

QUESTION 5

Modeling with SAP HANA, you can use a virtual table in a view. Which of the following are advantages of this virtual
data model? 

A. Fewer objects are needed 

B. The model is highly flexible 

C. The data footprint is reduced 

D. Data is only replicated once 

E. The data is always up to date 

Correct Answer: ABCE 

 

QUESTION 6

For key figures, it is possible to display both long and short text. Determine the statement is True or False. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

A reference lnfoObject is a \\'template\\' of an lnfoObject that is then used as a reference or other objects when the
characteristic properties are the same. Determine Whether this statement is true or false. 

A. True 

B. False 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

Unlike the classic star schema where facts are stored in the fact table, in SAP HANA, multiple views may be used to
represent the central fact view in a virtual data model. Determine Whether this statement is true or false. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

How many dimension tables can the SAP BW system administrator create per Infocube? 

A. 13 

B. 16 

C. 233 

D. 248 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

The productive BW system is always defined as a closed system in which changes can only be made by importing a
transport. Determine whether this statement is true or false. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

What functions has Data Warehousing Workbench (DWWB).? 

A. Modeling 

B. Reporting 

C. Scheduling 

D. Monitoring 
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Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 12

Identify issue affecting query performance that you, as a BI administrator, are responsible for officially. 

A. Query design 

B. CPU selection 

C. Aggregates 

D. Memory utilization and availability 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 13

Which objects are mandatory when you create a transactional data flow in operational data provisioning? Note: There
are 2 correct answers to this question. 

A. Data transfer process 

B. Real-time daemon 

C. InfoPackage 

D. Transformation 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 14

If an InfoSource is used in front of an InfoProvider and an outbound InfoSource after an InfoProvider, the 

transformation logic is always located between the outbound InfoSource of the source InfoProvider and the 

inbound InfoSource of the target InfoProvider. 

Determine whether this statement is true or false. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15
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Storing raw data in PSA data packages is recommended when the data will update multiple data targets or when the
amount of data being extracted is large. Determine whether this statement is true or false. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 
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